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Taking Aim at a Lethal Disease, and
Making Sure Everyone Else Does, Too
‘United in Anger: A History of Act Up,’ by Jim Hubbard
By JEANNETTE CATSOULIS JULY 5, 2012

As scrappy and passionate as the actions it documents, “United in Anger: A History
of Act Up” delivers a living tribute to a movement spawned by death and despair.

It has been 25 years since the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, spurred by
political indifference and medical foot-dragging, was formed in the basement of
Manhattan’s lesbian and gay community center. Notable for the scope and
originality of its actions and the energy of their execution, the group, better known as
Act Up, channeled its collective fury into combating life-threatening misinformation,
speeding up the sluggish pace of drug approvals and expanding the definition of
AIDS to allow women and drug users to receive benefits. Whether popping up in
front of a bemused Dan Rather on “The CBS Evening News,” or storming Wall Street
to protest drug costs, its members turned civil disobedience into performance art.

Combining rousing feet-on-the-ground footage with chatty interviews from the
Act Up Oral History Project — often juxtaposed with robust archival film of the
speakers’ younger selves — the director, Jim Hubbard, lays out a methodical
timeline of orneriness and daring. Inherently dramatic and frequently moving, the
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group’s actions were driven not just by anger, but also by fear: To a sizable segment
of the public and its leaders, AIDS was more than just a devastating disease.

“It was gay people just getting what they deserved,” as one Act Up member
explains. But what the film lacks — and it’s significant — is an outside perspective,
voices from beyond the barricades that would drive home for younger viewers the
sheer virulence of much of this bigotry. As thoroughly as Mr. Hubbard mines the
group’s internal dynamics, what’s missing is a wider historical texture: the medical
professionals, journalists and government officials who could confirm that fears of
internment camps for the infected were not exaggerated.

These omissions restrict the film to the role of well-deserved encomium, but this
also frees Mr. Hubbard to remind us that, notwithstanding his documentary’s title,
rage was not the sole sustaining emotion.

And by exploring the lighter side of communal action — the camaraderie and
cruising that turned weekly meetings into what one member calls “a combination of
serious politics and joyful living” — he uncouples the gravity of the cause from the
perceived humorlessness of advocacy. Foot soldiers for the dying, the members of
Act Up never forgot how to live.
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